
“First of all, I need to express my sincere gratitude and congratulations to Daniel. 

Professor Daniel Wong is a professional, knowledgeable, kind-hearted and passionate teacher. His classes were 
always my favourite one. His clinical experiences and ways of teaching always make the classes fruitful and 
enjoyable. He gives lectures in a humorous way which enhances students’ learning. I still remember when I 

only a demonstration, but indeed a healing process that I was touched, cried and released. Other classmates 
were also impressed and texted me that night to thank for my sincere sharing and excellent demonstration. In 
fact, Daniel makes it all. He lets us step out of our comfort zone to try out the therapy in a humanised way. 

Other than his teaching technique and knowledge, he has been a great teacher as he shows his care and 
passion. In this master’s degree, many of the classmates come from relevant background like social work 

approachable that we are able to seek for his advice anytime and he will give us invaluable advice and insights 
that help our personal growth. At last, his devotion to teaching inspires me a lot. Teaching is not a job for him, 
but a vocation. From his passion shown in each class, you can see he truly loves what he is doing. He makes 

in the future. 

deep. I am very grateful to have Daniel to be my teacher, mentor and life coach.”

Sara LEUNG 
MSocSc, current student 

楊佩詩博士
Associate Professor, Faculty of Education 教育學院副教授  
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Learning and teaching have always been my life’s 
passions. Having received the most international, 

innovative and interdisciplinary education with a mission to 
make a positive impact on society during my undergraduate 
and postgraduate studies at HKU, I have been nurtured 
to become a global thinker embracing the Western ‘mind 
orientation’ and the Eastern ‘virtue orientation’ in learning 
(van Egmond, Kühnen & Li, 2013). Living up to HKU motto – 
Sapientia et Virtus 明德格物 , I hold fast to both wisdom and 
virtue in my teaching. Since graduating from HKU, I have 
been blessed to have embarked on a career of nurturing 
the next generation. My beliefs on teaching are strongly 
influenced by the two dicta about teaching and learning I 
learned in the first course of my undergraduate studies: 
(1) learning can take place without teaching, and (2) the 
ultimate goal of teaching is to facilitate students’ self-
actualisation for the well-being of mankind. The former 
underlies my belief in the importance of active learning and 
the role of teachers in creating diverse learning opportunities 
and conducive learning environments. The latter reinforces 
my belief that the ultimate goal of education is to help 
students develop universal values of kindness, justice, and 
love, especially for those who are less privileged in the world. Last but not least, I believe that every 
student is unique, including his / her respective learning style, but all students have great potential to 
learn and to excel.
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“There is always no lack of intelligent and smart individual in this knowledge-based world. However, there 
are only a few individuals like Dr Patcy Yeung who are both knowledgeable and compassionate, which 

learning journey.” 

Adrian LAM Man Ho  
MEd, current student

Dr Gary James HARFITT (Leader)
Ms Jessie CHOW Mei Ling 周美玲女士 
Ms Candace MOK Wai Fung 莫蔚峰女士
Faculty of Education 教育學院
‘Nurturing Today’s Students and Tomorrow’s Teachers through 
Experiential Learning’ 
「體驗學習：滋養今天的學生，成就明日的老師」

Through the establishment of credit-
bearing community-based experiential 

learning programmes, we promote a stronger 
sense of self-awareness in our students and 
see evidence of clear transferrable skills like 
collaboration, problem solving, leadership, 
resilience, global and civic awareness all 
emerging through this reciprocal relationship 
between our Faculty and the community 
in Hong Kong and elsewhere. We maintain 
that these are salient skills for new teachers 
to acquire and our curriculum innovation 
is closely tied to specific intended learning 
outcomes that have added weight to our 
existing teaching practicum models. We 
have positioned the community as a rich and 
powerful knowledge space, one that is non-
hierarchical and where academics, schools, 
teachers and community partners bring together different types of expertise that is conducive to the 
development of new teachers and the community in which they work. In all our community-based 
experiential learning courses our student teachers are encouraged to mature as ‘community teachers’ 
who can work more effectively with children and families from diverse backgrounds. Through this 
we have seen how our students can develop a more sophisticated understanding of diversity which is 
difficult to actualise in universities or schools. We also seek to contribute to the wider field through 
scholarship and research. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank Miss Ivy Chung who has helped coordinate every 
single experiential learning project since we started.
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Back row from left: Ms Jessie CHOW, Ms Candace MOK
Front row from left: Dr Gary HARFITT, Miss Ivy CHUNG 
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